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AT A GLANCE
With an impressive corporate roster and their highly educated workforces, the
Greater Seattle and Vancouver regions have the potential to become an important
innovation corridor. By working together to overcome their challenges and by
building on the strengths of their innovation ecosystems, Seattle and Vancouver
could advance economic prosperity throughout the Cascadia region.
Innovation Enablers: How Cascadia Stacks Up
Large economic gains are increasingly going to metropolitan regions that are innovation hubs. Global benchmarks show that Seattle and Vancouver have similar advantages in human capital, but they also have distinct strengths and unique challenges,
such as the current immigration policy and suboptimal university collaboration.
Realizing the Cascadia Opportunity
By collaborating, the two regions could combine their industry strengths to achieve
scale, while pooling complementary capabilities. To accomplish this, the two cities
and surrounding regions must become more connected. Transformative efforts will
be required to realize Cascadia’s full potential, but many pragmatic near-term
actions could help pave the way, including coordinating education programs and
fostering investor-entrepreneur relationships.
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S

eattle, Washington, and Vancouver, British Columbia, have much in
common beyond their Pacific Coast location. These dynamic, culturally vibrant
cities are also hubs of innovation. In recent years, they have become meccas for
some of the best and the brightest in leading economic sectors—those who, in the
words of one regional business leader, “seek livability and proximity to nature as
much as they do professional success.”
Endowed with more than just an educated, skilled workforce, both cities are also
known for their academic institutions and forward-thinking public policies. These
assets have created a fertile environment for innovation. World-class companies—
the likes of Microsoft, Amazon, Boeing, Telus, Electronic Arts, and Industrial Light &
Magic—power regional innovation that has ignited growth in sectors such as software development, cloud computing, space exploration (in Seattle), and visual effects and computer games (in Vancouver).
Yet although only 120 miles separate the two cities, data shows that their level of
connectedness is more akin to cities that are 2,000 miles apart.1 Of the handful of
companies that operate in both cities, most have a large presence in one and only a
satellite footprint in the other. And local universities collaborate far more with distant domestic institutions than with each other; University of Washington researchers work more closely with their peers at 49 other universities than with those at
neighboring University of British Columbia.2

A cross-border partnership can become the catalyst that advances economic prosperity across all income levels for both Greater Seattle and Greater Vancouver. As
innovation increasingly drives economic growth and wealth creation, we believe it
is time to take a fresh look at fostering the development of the Cascadia Innovation
Corridor, a regional innovation zone.
This report explores the merits of regional collaboration and the potential for partnership between Seattle and Vancouver. (See the sidebar “About This Report.”) We
evaluate the new global landscape, analyze the two cities’ strengths and opportunities, and share key learnings from other city collaborations. Finally, we lay out ideas
for how a Seattle-Vancouver partnership may come to life.

The New Innovation Landscape
Large economic gains are increasingly going to global cities and regions that are
centers of innovation, such as San Francisco, Singapore, and London. This phenom-
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the two cities, data
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that are 2,000 miles
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
In the spring of 2016, leaders from
Microsoft, the Washington Roundtable, the Business Council of British
Columbia, and The Boston Consulting
Group began working together to
explore the possibility of greater
economic collaboration between the
Greater Seattle and Vancouver
regions. Inspired by the rise of

innovation hubs around the world,
business and government leaders in
both Seattle and Vancouver see great
promise in building on the region’s
strong foundation of innovators and
innovation assets. This report summarizes the impetus behind this
exploration, our findings, and proposed next steps.

enon is driven in part by the tendency of innovation-oriented jobs to disproportionately benefit local economies. One notable study, for example, estimated that each
innovation worker spawns, on average, five new peripheral jobs.3 Young professionals are flocking to these global innovation centers in greater numbers, creating
self-perpetuating ecosystems in which, according to another study, denser social
networks improve the flow of information as well as labor productivity.4
Metropolitan city regions are, in fact, fast becoming the locus of global competition:
worldwide, 300 metro areas, representing 10% of the global population, produce
about 50% of the world’s GDP.5 For the Greater Seattle and Vancouver areas, the
ability to embrace this trend could profoundly impact outcomes across private and
public sectors. For instance, the business leaders we interviewed in both cities reported struggling with a shortage of skilled workers and a scarcity of local capital.
In addition, Seattle lacks the kind of formidable academic research network that
has catalyzed innovation economies in places such as Silicon Valley and Boston.
Vancouver, for its part, has fewer large corporate anchor innovators than its peers.
The list of challenges goes on.

Metropolitan city
regions are, in fact,
fast becoming the
locus of global
competition.

By working in alliance, though, Seattle and Vancouver could better address these
challenges. Their individual strengths in a number of areas complement each other,
and if developed jointly, these strengths could generate greater economic and social
gains for both. Through unified action, the two cities could establish self-perpetuating innovation ecosystems able to compete on a global scale. The macroeconomic
benefits from cluster growth could be even more substantial, as Michael Porter noted more than a decade ago. As clusters become larger, regional wages in all industries, and even in smaller businesses, grow with them.6
Capitalizing on their complementarities to achieve greater global prominence will,
however, require deliberate, sustained action—not only in the way Seattle and Vancouver foster innovation but also in the way the two cities work together. Strengthening the connections between the two regions would be a good start and would
begin to reduce the perceived distance. By “connections,” we’re referring to the
gamut of interactions between the regions: partnerships between public- and
private-sector entities, joint academic research, and even cross-border relationships
among individuals. But stronger connections alone will not be enough.
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Accelerating the development of a world-class innovation corridor will take transformational efforts: transportation initiatives to shrink the not insubstantial distance between the two cities, immigration policies that enable people to travel between the two cities more freely, and the commitment of capital to invest in new
ideas and new enterprises. It will also require an emphasis on continuing education
to promote career mobility and ensure access to opportunity for all residents. (For
more on the importance of inclusive economic growth, see “Saving Globalization
and Technology from Themselves: Imperatives for Corporate Leaders,” BCG Perspectives, August 2016.)

Innovation Enablers: How Cascadia Stacks Up
To better understand what a transformation would require in the Cascadia region,
we first benchmarked Seattle and Vancouver against a selection of global cities
with similar demographics and economic profiles, evaluating to what extent the
two cities’ innovation economies are connected. We also compiled key learnings
from other cities’ economic development partnerships. Although we looked at
broad economic indicators, we focused on the innovation economy and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.
Benchmarking. In our benchmarking analysis, we examined five factors that are
commonly considered innovation enablers: public policy and the business environment it promotes, universities (research institutions), human capital, investment
and funding resources, and the scale and outcomes of the innovation ecosystem. We
ranked Seattle and Vancouver against eight other leading cities on the basis of a
composite of 71 quantitative metrics for these five enablers.
Impressively, Seattle and Vancouver ranked first and second, respectively, in human
capital, thanks in large part to their high marks in livability and well-educated populations. Seattle scored higher than Vancouver in universities, investment and funding resources, and scale and outcomes of the innovation ecosystem; Vancouver
ranked well above Seattle in public policy and the business environment, owing to
the city’s favorable tax structure and more open immigration policy. (See Exhibit 1.)
This research suggests that together, Seattle and Vancouver have the potential to boost
their combined performance across all the innovation enablers. In areas of unilateral
strength, a partnership may allow the leading city to promote the development of the
other. And where both have room to improve, scale advantages could become a mutually beneficial enabler. For example, collaboration across the three leading research
universities—the University of Washington, the University of British Columbia, and
Simon Fraser University—could perhaps create a more thriving research environment.
Connectedness. The low level of connectedness between the two cities, however, is
a serious impediment. Today, few companies or public-sector entities collaborate
across the border. According to data from LinkedIn, there is a similarly low level of
connection between individuals in Seattle and Vancouver, and talent does not flow
freely between the two cities. For example, Vancouver’s LinkedIn members’ connections to members in the Greater Seattle area account for less than 1% of their
total connections; in fact, Vancouver’s members have more San Francisco connec-
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In areas of unilateral
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Exhibit 1 | The BCG Innovation Index Shows How Seattle and Vancouver Stack Up
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tions than Seattle connections. Among Seattle members, the figure is even lower;
only 0.4 percent of their total connections are with Vancouver individuals. Seattle is
more connected to Atlanta than to its neighbor to the north. (See Exhibit 2.)
This lack of connectedness impedes the cities’ ability to fully realize their growth
potential, particularly in scale growth. Studies have shown that concentrations of
population spawn network effects. As the population in a region doubles, patents,
wealth, and total output all grow by a factor of 2.3, benefiting from increasing returns to scale.7, 8 GDP, R&D, and invention rates all increase in scale similarly.9 The
lack of connectedness between Seattle and Vancouver, therefore, not only directly
constrains each city but also impedes each one’s ability to boost the other, particularly in sectors in which both cities excel, such as computer games. Anchor businesses need critical mass in order to generate networks of suppliers and other secondary
and tertiary providers, which in turn attract more businesses, startups, and talent.

Growing Together: The City-Pair Approach
To gain a deeper perspective on the opportunities for cooperation between Seattle
and Vancouver, we examined eight city partnerships around the world, including
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Exhibit 2 | The Professional Network Connections of Seattle and Vancouver Residents
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domestic and cross-border partnerships. Not surprisingly, the proximity of cities is a
common foundation for collaboration, and many city pairs have historical and cultural similarities that form the basis of trade. As we observed in the Greater Copenhagen and Skåne Region (formerly known as the Oresund Region), a transnational
area spanning Denmark and Sweden, these relationships overcome the challenges
created by international borders. We also found that the most common types of
partnerships were those sharing human capital and infrastructure support. Cities
that collaborate successfully work together to facilitate the free flow of workers,
sometimes even cooperating to augment talent pools and connectedness. These cities also ensure that their infrastructure, particularly transportation infrastructure,
facilitates that flow.
In many instances, the collaboration starts out as an emphasis on one or a few sectors and then grows to spread across multiple industries. Some city pairs leverage
their similarities across certain sectors to achieve scale, while others pool distinct
expertise together for economic diversity. Helsinki and Tallinn, for instance, seek
critical mass through combined efforts in innovation fields, including ICT, health
technology, and clean technology. Most important, we found that the success of the
joint efforts is often predicated on a strong coordinating body endowed with legitimate power and the ability to invest. The Research Triangle Foundation of North
Carolina, which serves the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill hub, stands out as an inspiring case. This private, not-for-profit organization manages its cluster’s strategic
planning, development, investment, and branding, thus ensuring the engagement
of its stakeholders.
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The Cascadia Opportunity. Combining insights from other successful partnerships
with our findings about each city’s strengths and weaknesses, we identified several
areas to explore for building on complementarities and grouped them using the five
innovation enablers:

••

Human Capital. Seattle and Vancouver each possess a strong pool of skilled
innovation workers, yet both still experience gaps in sourcing talent. Although
meaningful change may be difficult to achieve, both cities could benefit from a
reduction in the obstacles to accessing talent in their neighboring market.

••

Universities. Collaboration and research partnerships could help each city’s
academic institutions pursue innovation, in turn raising their global profiles.
Both Seattle and Vancouver lag their counterparts in San Francisco, with 38%
and 77% fewer academic citations, respectively.10

••

Public Policy and the Business Environment. The two cities can share best
practices across a number of areas in order to create a more business-friendly
domain. Both Seattle and Vancouver, for example, have strong economic and
cultural ties to Asia. By leveraging these connections in a concerted way—
through joint policies to attract foreign investment or a shared branding effort—
the cities could realize even greater benefits from these relationships.

••

Investment and Funding Resources. The availability of local capital continues
to be a challenge for early stage and growing businesses in both cities. The
average amount of assets under management at Seattle’s largest venture capital
firms, for example, is only about half that of their San Francisco peers.11 Formal,
joint-funding efforts could garner more interest, bring local wealth off the
sidelines, and in turn raise the cities’ visibility to other funding sources, including direct foreign investment.

••

Scale and Outcomes of the Innovation Ecosystem. Seattle has a variety of
assets—from its startup support network to its multinational companies—that
can complement Vancouver’s innovation ecosystem. Vancouver, whose business
base represents less than $200 billion in enterprise value, could expand its scale
significantly through more cross-pollination with Seattle and its near $1 trillion
ecosystem.12

Overcoming the Challenges to Collaboration. Despite their many complementarities, Seattle and Vancouver face several challenges in establishing an innovation
corridor. One hurdle is that the international border restricts the free flow of talent
and hinders travel. Differences in scale are another: in measures of innovation
inputs and outputs, Seattle is generally substantially larger than Vancouver. (See
Exhibit 3.)
A deliberate effort to heighten collaboration, along with strong leadership, would
certainly solidify the connections between the two cities, while helping to develop
their complementary strengths. However, achieving the scale required to match the
level of leading innovation hubs calls for a different approach, one that could ultimately foster more transformative endeavors. Steps to reduce friction in the flow of
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Exhibit 3 | A Comparison of Select Innovation Indicators
VANCOUVER
Annual ICT patents

1,282

Number of companies in the
Forbes Global 2000

4

Average salary for software
engineers ($thousands)

54

SEATTLE
5.9x

7,612

2.5x

10

1.8x

98

Active VC-backed startups

~100

5.5x

~550

Annual VC investment ($millions)

300

5.3x

1,800

Gap when Vancouver is compared with Seattle
Sources: OECD; PayScale; CB Insights.
Note: ICT = information and communications technology. VC = venture capital. Annual patent data is for 2014; annual VC investment data is for
2015; all other data is as of July 2016. Any apparent discrepancies in the totals are the result of rounding.

talent, for example, could be a longer-term objective of partnership. But a number
of other strategies could be implemented well before that.
To unleash local investment in the innovation economy, Seattle and Vancouver
might work to encourage anchor innovator companies to form regional innovation
funds that raise capital from high-net-worth employees and alumni or from other
sources of local wealth. Reducing distances and travel times between the two cities—through, for example, a high-speed rail network—could go a long way in encouraging companies, institutions, markets, and individuals to connect. Other possibilities include training programs dedicated to developing local talent for
innovation-focused careers or a bilateral “smart cities” initiative that promotes the
development of Internet of Things technologies in the two cities’ public spaces, systems, and infrastructure. These are only a few of the many kinds of initiatives that
could have a transformative impact. Even exploring more targeted opportunities in
specific industries or in subsectors where the cities are comparatively strong, such
as clean technology, life sciences, and computer gaming, could help the cities foster
large-scale change.

What’s Next?
To bring such long-term, transformative opportunities to life, Seattle and Vancouver
could start by taking action now to amplify the level of connectedness between their
leaders and key institutions. A working group could be formed to spearhead this
broader initiative by prioritizing, promoting, and engaging key stakeholders in the
region. To fuel commitment and momentum, we have begun to identify pragmatic
near-term actions that could work to foster connectedness from the inside out.
Among some of the many possible actions are establishing a formal academic research network (perhaps borrowing insights from the Research Triangle model), coordinating educational programs that prepare workers to participate in the innova-
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tion economy, fostering relationships both within startup communities and
between investors and entrepreneurs to increase the availability of capital and other support, or enhancing transportation connectivity in low-cost ways, such as by
resuming a “nerd bird” seaplane between Coal Harbour and South Lake Union.
There are many more near-term ways to bolster connectedness—some already
identified, some yet to be conceived.
The opportunities identified here represent the tip of the iceberg. The true power
of the region lies in the people who create and drive new innovation. A working
group can only do so much. The Cascadia Innovation Corridor will only realize its
promise if engaged stakeholders in both cities commit to bringing this vision to life,
in ways big and small. We invite you to bring your ideas, your support, your energy,
and your connectedness to this effort.
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